Competency

(in the context of many accidents involving Crane Lifting Vocations)

• In line with the objectives of the topic of today’s conference I have selected this
article of mine which is to be published in MOGSC May 2019 bulletin?.
• Latest Statistics from JKKP (MYKKP 26/7/2019)
• Mobile Cranes 28,499

• Tower Cranes 1,954
• Considering the large number of Cranes in operation and the number of recorded
accidents, it is pertinent for us to discuss this subject
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Definition of training to achieve Competency
• Training is a short-term learning intervention intended to establish or improve a
match between present job requirements and individual knowledge, skills and
attitude.
• Competency: the ability to do something successfully or efficiently.

• The two essential ingredients are (a) practical knowledge and experience
combined with (b) technical know-how.

How does one substantiate competency?
• Companies themselves will often determine their own baseline elements of
competency for personnel performing the tasks they require.

• This can mean that a company can deem a ’person competent’, without offering
any real validation – which has obvious risk potential where a task involves health
& safety issues.

Filling the Competent Position
• “Competent” is loosely used by safety practitioners, training and/or human

resources specialists as: anyone with a qualification or a training ‘credit’ card
issued by a training institute whether owned by Government or Industry
Association or Private Company.
• Many employers expected training companies to issue a Certificate with the word

Competent / Competency Training for their staff in order to be consider the
competent position filled. Some employers even accept a staff armed with a

Certificate of Attendance to fill the position, as long as the required vocation is
mentioned on their Certificate.

Elements of Competence
Important elements of competence for Safety Critical duties / vocations:

• Training
• On-the-Job assessment
• Continuing Professional Development
• Logbook
These are vital to ensure that the person appointed remain current in their
knowledge and competent to perform the safety critical tasks expected.

Current Standard Practices
The current standard of operational safety practices at most Construction Sites
especially those sites using the Mobile / Crawler / Tower Crane/s is very lacking:
1.1 No Crane Lifting Planner for each Lifting
1.2 No Crane Lifting Plan being enforced or use of recycled Crane Lifting Plan
1.3 Crane Lifting Plan drafted by ill-informed Crane Lifting Supervisor i/o Planner
1.4 Crane Lifting Plan not using 3 Dimensional Schematics
1.5 No Step-by-Step Method Statement
1.6 No Crane Lifting Supervisor on site
1.7 One CLS on record, but operating concurrent Lifting via remote control
1.8 No 1st / 2nd / 3rd party Crane & Plant Inspection
1.9 Untrained CLS / CLP / CPI
Many accidents have occurred and most of them are fallen cranes and fallen
loads and fatality cases.

Causes of Accidents resulting from
Weakness in Crane Lifting Management:
Causes:
• crane assembly, dismantling, counterweight failure
• crushing by crane counterweight, pinch/nip points
• faulty controls / limit switch, turntable unlocking
• crane overturn – overload, <GBP, footing failure (TC)
• blind lift, night lifting, poor communication
• dropped loads, load loss, 2 blocking
• no outrigger use, inferior / insufficient padding
• boom, hoisting rope, sheave, hinge pin damage
• accessories faulty, wrong use of accessories
• rigging failure, no tagline usage
• power line, wind, weather
• did not avoid hazards (pylon/ Building/ Machine)

Poor Management:
No LP
No LP
No Insp., LS
No Insp., LP
No LS, LP
No Insp., LS, LP
No Insp., LS, LP
No Insp., LS
No Insp., LS, LP
No Insp., LS, LP
No LS, LP
No LS, LP

Determining Competencies
• When determining competencies, one must be clear about the level of

responsibility and scope of the job.
• Most developers of competency curriculum are not complete in their assessment
because they are confused with employers who do multi-tasking of job tasks.
• The competency assessment in these regards must be assessed separately
whereas a multi-tasking job can be given to the employee.

Special Order of DOSH
• The Department of Occupational Safety & Health (DOSH) data shows that there
are 4266 accidents in year 2017. Out of this, 183 are reported fatality cases.
• This averages to 1 death in every 2 days at construction sites including those
with crane operations.
The Department of Occupational Safety & Health (DOSH) on 5th June 2017
issued a Special Order that all Tower Crane Operations should have a
knowledgeable, experienced and competent
• (Crane) Lifting Supervisor

• Signalman
• Rigger
The public is now fervently looking for Crane Lifting Supervisor certificate holders
(even if they lack relevant experience or competency).

Current Scenario
• Some training providers are jumping on the bandwagon (opportunity) by
reclassifying their Rigging Course curriculum as Advanced Rigging (aka Crane
Lifting Supervisor (CLS) Competency Certificate without upgrading the
additional Supervision, Inspection and many other additional responsibilities of a
competent CLS.
• Afterall, most end-buyers (employers) do not understand the job scope and
responsibility of a competent CLS.

Areas of Concern
• Many employers combine the higher and lower job responsibilities together e.g.

Crane Lifting Planner (CLP) with Crane Lifting Supervisor (CLS). There is currently
no local publications available on CLP duties. Currently most CLP / Lifting Plans
are “prepared” by CLS or Crane Operators.

Areas of Concern
There is currently no minimum or pre-entry qualification or logbook in terms of
relevant experience by training providers before being accepted for a higher
training & assessment, before being accepted for CLS and CLP training &
assessment. E.g.
1. one must be a qualified Rigger-Signalman / Crane Operator with minimum
“logged” hours / years of Crane Lifting (not just general Construction) experience,
CIDB Green Card, &/ Or
2. one must have a minimum of Diploma or number of A Levels in English &
Mathematics. This is to ensure that they can read different Crane Manuals, use
Additional Mathematics (if CLS / CLP), read and understand the contents /
requirements of the Lift Plan in order to explain to the Lifting Team (if CLS).

Area of Concern: Job Scope
In view of the many crane related accidents every week, the relevant authorities
should step forward to clarify the different expectations of a CLP as opposed to
CLS, in terms of:
• job scope

• responsibility
• competency

CLP / Appointed Person is a job designation NOT yet commonly known in Malaysia.
(some Middle East countries termed them as Lifting Engineer)

The scope of work of a CLS & CLP:
The CLS as the title says so, is to (amongst others) explain, supervise and ensure
continued compliance to the Crane Lift Plan (as prepared by CLP).
The CLP on the other hand is (amongst others):
• determine whether it is a Routine or Critical Lift
• recce the environment
• create the Lift plan
• determine whether more than one crane necessary (for tandem lift)
• refer to manuals for specifications (limitations) of crane equipment & accessories
• determine appropriate setting up of crane/s
• understand integrity of the load
• provide a 3-Dimension Lift Schematics
• writing the sequential method statement from rigging till deposit derigging of load
• determine the extra requirements when man lifting is performed
• the time, weather and environment and duration of the lift operation

Half baked Job
In 2018, the Local construction industry killed 365 Nepalese, a hefty 1 death per day.
Unfortunately, I cannot find and retrieve the fatality numbers related to other
Foreigners & Malaysians, Crane lifting accidents. Even if it is retrievable, one wonders
about the integrity of the data (many Foreigners had to take the blame when a crane
accident occurs). The accident trend will unfortunately continue, if:
• CLS and Crane Operators continue to do half-baked CLP work
• Lift Plan continue to be a 1-page document without 3D Schematics & sequential
Method Statement
• Lift plans continue to be recycled from past Lift Plan
• Log books are checked by CLS, but assumption on general appearance of crane
• Cranes are inspected by CLS and not periodically by 3rd party inspectors

OGP and other upstream heavy industry
manufacturing companies are also using cranes
Many general public thinks crane accidents happen only in Construction industry.
Actually, many OGP and other upstream heavy industry fabrication /
manufacturing companies are also using cranes for lifting out old equipment and
replacing new equipment.

They simply depend on the 3rd party vendors (normally the Crane Operators) to draft them a
1-page re-cycled Lift Plan for their appointed and untrained “SHO / Plant Manager cum
Crane Lifting Manager” to sign a “blind approval”.
They depend on the SHO to maintain a checklist to confirm a Lift. A SHO is a general safety
practitioner not a Crane Lifting Supervisor or a Crane Lifting Planner.
Such factories are just waiting for an accident to happen, thereupon production
will be curtailed and may result in explosions & fatalities.

Reference to Industry and DSD
• If standard Curriculum is not available or not complete in scope and depth, then

the employers should refer to Industry / Trade Organization Locally / Abroad of
repute to ensure that Competency Levels and Scope are properly achieved, for
the job to be performed to the required scope and standard required.
• In Malaysia if nothing else is available, the best reference point is the Department

of Skills Development (DSD) of the Ministry of Human Resources. National
Occupational Skills Standard for Crane Operations F439-001-3:2017

Sample Basic Lifting Plan

Sample Basic Lifting Plan

Sample Basic Lifting Plan
(PCOGD, MBAM, Lafarge, )
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Competency

(in the context of many accidents involving Crane Lifting Vocations)
• This talk with its various examples will share some light to clarify the ambiguity
surrounding the definition of the word Competency in general and its relevance
to the Crane Lifting Vocations in particular.
• An abstract of this article is published in the MOGSC quarterly magazine in June
2019
• For those who need the soft copy, please write your email in the list provided, or
send me an email at frank@isogroup.com.my or give your name card to my
partner En Jalil on your way out. My project executive Cik Amirah will email to
you this week
• For further clarifications, please do contact me www.isogroup.com.my / fb: The ISO Group /
Tel +6018-7719266
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